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No Exit New Music Ensemble from left to right; Nicholas Underhill, Jenna Lyle, Tom Bowling, Nick Diodore, Cara Tweed
and Timothy Beyer (Photo: Herbert Ascherman)

No Exit was founded by composer Timothy Beyer with the intent of serving as an outlet for the
commission and performance of contemporary avant-garde concert music. No Exit is committed to
promoting the works of living composers, particularly the music of young and emerging artists who
haven’t yet had either the opportunities or exposure of their better known counterparts. Our goal is
to showcase exciting and important programing from composers around the world with a focus on
presenting progressive music of composers in the Greater Cleveland area.
As part of this philosophy, No Exit will present two programs a year, performing each program at
several venues. This, along with community outreach efforts, will help provide for an environment in
which listeners can hear the work of living artists, many of which work and reside in our community.
Our student commissioning program highlights some of the best that our young composers have
to offer and provides the listening public exposure to the voices of tomorrow.
While its core group consists of a piano quartet, at times No Exit will be supplemented by other
musicians and/or electronics in order to present a wide range of programing. It is our hope to
provide our audience with a challenging and rewarding experience, and to do so at venues and in
communities around Northeast Ohio, always free and open to the public.
Thank you for your support.

Program
Disquieting Calm (2009)
Albert Kovach (b.1979)

Reflections on the Nature of Water (1986)
Jacob Druckman (b.1928)
I. Crystalline
IV. Gently Swaying
V. Profound

Late Spring (2014) “World Premiere”
Eric M. C. Gonzalez (b.1986)

Quiet Music (2007)

Andrew Rindfleisch (b.1963)
I. Waltz Music
II. Fast Music
III. Slow Music
Intermission

Program
Interlude (2014) “World Premiere”

Christopher Auerbach-Brown (b.1970)

La salida por atrás (2013)

Robert Beckstrom (b.1953)

Disquieting Calm
When writing Disquieting Calm, the concept was to allow my improvisatory sensibilities dictate
the direction of the compositional process. After choosing a small set of motivic elements, I
quickly generated a large amount of sketches, and purposefully avoided decisions that would
lock myself into anything more specific than the original materials. From these sketches a logical
form eventually manifested and it was refined from there. The result is a dark, quirky work
whose influence has reached into all of my subsequent compositions. Disquieting Calm was
commissioned and premiered in 2009 by the NO EXIT New Music Ensemble.
- A.K.

Albert Kovach
Albert Kovach, a native of Cleveland Ohio, holds a Bachelor of Music from Cleveland State
University and a Master of Music in Music Theory and Composition from Florida State University.
While at Cleveland State he studied composition with Andrew Rindfleisch, Gregory D’Alessio,
and Nicholas Underhill. At Florida State he studied under Ladislav Kubik. He currently resides in
Tallahassee Florida.
- A.K.

Reflections on the Nature of water
Reflections on the Nature of Water is an exploration of water in the abstract. Its six distinctly
different movements (I. Crystalline, II. Fleet, III. Tranquil, IV. Gently Swelling, V. Profound and VI.
Relentless) consider the physical (the sound, touch, taste, and look of water, ice, and steam) and
the conceptual (the role of water as we know it in nature, in our urban lives, and in ourselves).
-Samuel Solomon

Jacob Druckman
One of the most prominent of contemporary American composers, Jacob Druckman was born
in Philadelphia in 1928. After early training in violin and piano, he enrolled in the Juilliard School
in 1949, studying composition with Bernard Wagenaar, Vincent Persichetti, and Peter Mennin. In
1949 and 1950 he studied with Aaron Copland at Tanglewood; later, he continued his studies at
the Ecole Normale de Musique in Paris (1954-55).
Druckman produced a substantial list of works embracing orchestral, chamber, and vocal media,
and did considerable work with electronic music. In 1972, he was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
Windows, his first work for large orchestra. Druckman taught at the Juilliard School, Bard College,
and Tanglewood; in addition he was director of the Electronic Music Studio and Professor of
Composition at Brooklyn College. He was also associated with the Columbia-Princeton Electronic
Music Center in New York City. In the spring of 1982, he was Resident-In-Music at the American
Academy in Rome; in April of that year, he was appointed composer-in-residence with the
New York Philharmonic, where he served two two-year terms and was Artistic Director of the
HORIZONS music festival. In the last years of his life, Druckman was Professor of Composition
at the School of Music at Yale University. (Reprinted by kind permission of Boosey & Hawkes)

Late Spring
While the typical Cleveland winter lingers beyond its welcome, Late Spring does not disparage
the frost, but embraces it with brazen optimism. During the long winter months it is easy to
succumb to bitterness brought on by relentless chill. Staving off bad moods requires a listening
regimen full of clarity and high energy; things to lift my spirits as I travel through the gray frigidity
of the city. The enjoyment of this frosty time of year is embodied in this work through bubbly lines
in the lower registers, and a crisp motif that keeps the energy up throughout the piece. You can
keep your head up through the cold, knowing you have a warm place waiting for you at home.
- E.G.

Rubin (b.1983)
Eric M.Corey
C. Gonzalez
See Personnel for Bio

Corey Rubin (b.1983)
Quiet Music
Quiet Music is a three movement work for solo violoncello. Its title refers to the work’s singular
sonority, dominated by the use of natural harmonics and the exclusive use of the practice mute (a
large mute radically affecting the instruments voice). Quiet Music was commissioned by cellists
David Russell, Craig Hultgren, Jonathan Golove, and Madeleine Shapiro with assistance from the
Birmingham Art Music Alliance.
- A.R.

Rubin (b.1983)
AndrewCorey
Rindfleisch
Andrew Rindfleisch is an internationally active composer, conductor, and pianist whose work
continues to gain consistent critical and popular acclaim. A leading composer of his generation,
he has produced dozens of works for the concert hall, including solo, chamber, vocal, choral,
orchestral, and wind music. His committed interest in other forms of music-making have also
led him to the composition and performance of jazz and related forms of improvisation. As a
composer, Mr. Rindfleisch has been awarded many prestigious honors in recognition of his
work. He is the 1997-98 recipient of the coveted Rome Prize and in 1996 received a John
Simon Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship. Most recently, he received the Cleveland Arts Prize,
the Aaron Copland Award, and the Koussevitzky Foundation Commission from the Library of
Congress. He has also been the recipient of over thirty-five other prizes and awards, including
those from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, the Fromm Foundation, ASCAP, and
the League of Composers-ISCM. He has participated in dozens of renowned music festivals
and has received residency fellowships from the Bogliasco Foundation (Italy), the Charles Ives
Center for American Music, the Czech-American Music Institute in Prague, the June in Buffalo
Contemporary Music Festival, the MacDowell Colony, and the Pierre Boulez Workshop at
Carnegie Hall, among others. Mr. Rindfleisch holds degrees from the University of WisconsinMadison (Bachelor of Music), the New England Conservatory of Music (Master of Music), and
Harvard University (PhD).
An active conductor and producer, Mr. Rindfleisch’s commitment to contemporary music culture
has brought into performance over 500 works by living composers over the past 15 years. He
has founded several contemporary music ensembles and is currently the Music Director of
both the Cleveland Contemporary Players Artist in Residence Series and the Utah Arts Festival
Orchestra and Chamber Ensemble — both committed to the performance, presentation, and
commissioning of new works. Mr. Rindfleisch regularly makes guest conducting appearances
throughout the United States and abroad with many diverse musical organizations; from
opera and musical theatre, to orchestral, jazz, improvisational, and contemporary avant-garde
ensembles.

Mr. Rindfleisch is currently a Professor of Music and Head of Music Composition Studies at
Cleveland State University. Here, he has built one of the most unique and supportive programs
of composition study in the country that includes the Cleveland Contemporary Players and an
unprecedented Music Composition Resource Center (please visit the Music Department at
Cleveland State for more information).
- A.R.

Corey Rubin (b.1983)
Interlude
Interlude is part of a larger suite of works for solo piano titled The Slow Waltzes. Most of these
waltzes are just that – slow, very slow – and are usually quiet and introspective in tone. The
Interlude (which, coincidentally is not a waltz) breaks this mood with hammer-like gestures and
an aggressive, steady drive that collapses at its conclusion, much like an object falls apart after
being struck repeatedly and relentlessly.
- C.A.B.

Corey Rubin
(b.1983)
Christopher
Auerbach-Brown
“This is a composer to watch; he might just shake things up with a musical trainwreck.”
-New Music Connoisseur
Mr. Auerbach-Brown received his BM in Composition from Ithaca College where his major teachers
were Dana Wilson and Gregory Woodward. He went on to complete his MM in Composition at the
Cleveland Institute of Music, studying with Donald Erb.
Mr. Auerbach-Brown was awarded an ASCAP Young Composers’ Award in 1996 for his Trio for
Violin, Cello and Piano. The Trio also received its New York premiere in September of 1999 in Weill
Recital Hall as part of the Vector 5 contemporary music series; in addition, Mr. Auerbach-Brown
received a grant from Meet the Composer for his participation in this concert. His String Quartet
was premiered by the Cavani Quartet at Weill Hall in December of 1997. In 1998 Mr. AuerbachBrown was the recipient of a Charles Ives Scholarship given by the American Academy of Arts and
Letters to “composition students of great promise”
In the Cleveland area, Mr. Auerbach-Brown is active as an educator, teaching music theory and
composition at the Music Settlement, electronic music courses at Lakeland Community College,
and classes in the Liberal Arts department at the Cleveland Institute of Art. His classes at CIA
focus on the connections between contemporary music and sound art with the visual arts.
Recent activities for Mr. Auerbach-Brown include the premiere of his work Pillars of Air for

percussion and piano in may 2012 by the Playground Ensemble (located in Denver, CO) and
a SpaceLab artist residency at SPACES Gallery. His installation piece Boundries, exhibited at
SPACES in November 2011, utilized interactive sound sculptures and homemade musical
instruments. Past projects include a collaborative installation with artist Andrea Joki and
commisions from the Finger Lakes Music Educators’ Association, Parade the Circle, the
Cleveland Institute of Art, the Music Settlement and percussionist Don Miller. His arrangements
of Hasu Patel’s works for sitar and orchestra were performed by the Doctors’ Orchestra of
Houston (Texas), and by the Plymouth Canton Symphony (Michigan) in February and March of
2008. Mr. Auerbach-Brown is a member of the Cleveland Composers’ Guild and the American
Composers’ Alliance. His works have been performed on ACA’s yearly Festival of American
Music.
- C.A.B.

Corey
La salida
porRubin
atrás(b.1983)
The title La salida por atrás is a play on the name, “No Exit.” The work was composed during
Spring, 2013 in anticipation of this performance. The piece is built from two primary elements. As
one element, the piano has an ostinato that serves as a musical spine. It gradually adds pitches
to the pattern, ceases, and then returns only to have the pitches exit in the order they entered.
The other element is a melodic figure that is expanded and reshaped.
- R.B.

Robert Beckstrom
Robert Beckstrom lived his youth in Cleveland Heights until his family moved to California. He
received a B.A., M.A. and Ph.D in Music Composition at UCLA; studying saxophone with
Grammy Award nominee, Gary Gray, composition primarily with Henri Lazarof, and conducting
with Dr. James Westbrook, whom he assisted for four years. Dr. Beckstrom came to Lorain
County Community College in 1986 to assume directorship of the Civic Orchestra and to teach
Music Theory and Literature. He is now Dean of the Division of Arts and Humanities, as well as
director of the Civic Orchestra.
He has remained an active composer and is a member of the Cleveland Composers Guild. He
has composed for orchestra and other media. In 2011 he composed an operatic setting of Job,
which was performed in 2012 at LCCC. He has produced several operas and conducted an
extensive list of orchestra works. He has four grown children, two grandchildren, and lives in
Elyria with his wife, Lidia.
- R.B.

Personnel
Violinist Cara Tweed’s playing has been described as “dazzling” and “captivating”, finding
“nuance and character in every part of the phrase”. As a musician, she embraces the classical
canon but eagerly explores new music that spans a variety of genres. Cara is a founding member
of the Cleveland based chamber groups No Exit and Almeda Trio and has performed in concert
halls throughout the United States and abroad.
After throwing a tantrum in a toy store because her mother would not buy her a Mickey Mouse
violin, Cara began studying the violin at age five at The Cleveland Institute of Music’s Sato
Center for Suzuki Studies. She holds degrees in violin performance from The Cleveland Institute
of Music and Cleveland State University and counts David Updegraff and Paul Kantor among her
most influential teachers.
Cara was the principal second violinist of the Opera Cleveland Orchestra from 2004-2010 and
has been a member of The Canton Symphony, City Music Cleveland, red {an orchestra} and
the Spoleto USA festival orchestra. She has performed as a violin soloist with The Cleveland
Philharmonic, Cleveland State University Orchestra, The Marion Philharmonic and Cleveland’s
Suburban Symphony.
An avid educator, Cara has maintained a private violin studio for over ten years. She has been on
the faculty of Cleveland State University, The Aurora School of Music and The Music Settlement.
Currently, Cara teaches at Laurel School in Shaker Heights, where she directs their Music
Academy. Cara also enjoys conducting and coaching chamber music and has given Master
Classes throughout the United States.
Cara lives in Cleveland Heights with her husband, cellist Nicholas Diodore, and their young son.
Violist James Rhodes has performed in concerts throughout the United States and Eastern
Europe as a soloist, chamber and orchestral musician. Being raised in a musical home, James
began playing piano at age four and viola at age eight. He has studied with teachers Dr. David
Dalton (BYU), Dr. Minor Wetzel (Los Angeles Philharmonic) and Mark Jackobs (Cleveland
Orchestra, Cleveland Institute of Music). James debuted as viola soloist at age 17 performing
Alan Shulman’s Theme and Variations for Viola and Orchestra. He has been the recipient of
numerous awards and scholarships and holds a masters degree from the Cleveland Institute of
Music in viola performance.
Recently, James performed as a soloist live on WCLV 104.9 as part of Centennial Celebration
of the Music Settlement in Cleveland Ohio. Currently, James performs as an orchestral
musician regularly with the Cleveland Pops Orchestra, BlueWater Chamber Orchestra and the
Erie Philharmonic. As a chamber musician, James has recently joined No Exit, an ensemble
dedicated to performing new music.

As a music educator James has directed youth orchestras, coached chamber music, is a
registered Suzuki educator and currently serves as faculty member at the Music Settlement in
Cleveland, Ohio working primarily as a viola/violin instructor in the Suzuki department.
He also serves as music director at the Hudson Montessori School in Hudson, Ohio and serves
on the faculty at the Reaching Heights summer music program in Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
James is on the governing board of the Ohio Viola Society and has been a member of the faculty
at the Aurora School of music in Aurora, Ohio.
He loves jazz, history, sports, being in the outdoors, and spending time with his wife, Carrie, and
their four young children Rebecca, James, David, and Isaac.
Cellist Nicholas Diodore was born in Marion, Indiana to a musical family and quickly established
a reputation as a very talented cellist. He won several competitions and was the recipient of
many awards before attending high school. He received his early musical instruction from
Geoffrey Lapin of the Indianapolis Symphony
Mr. Diodore attended high school at Interlochen Arts Academy in Michigan. There, as a
student of Crispin Campbell, he excelled in the study of 20th century compositions as well as in
chamber music. During the time he spent there, Mr. Diodore was a prize winner at the Fischoff
International Chamber Music competition and the Grand Prize winner of the Downbeat Magazine
Chamber Music Competition. He graduated in 1995 with the highest honors in both music and
academics. In 1996 Mr. Diodore attended the Cleveland Institute of Music where he was a
student of Alan Harris. While at CIM he also studied with Merry Peckham of the Cavani Quartet
and with Richard Weiss, assistant principle cellist of the Cleveland Orchestra. He performed in
the master-classes of Paul Katz and Gary Hoffman.
Mr. Diodore participated in several well-known summer music festivals. He was one of the
youngest participants in the Quartet Program at Bucknell University. From 1996 to 1999 he
spent his summers at the Aspen Music Festival where he held third chair in the Aspen Chamber
Orchestra. In 2000 and 2001 he was accepted to participate in the Cayman Islands Music
Festival. Currently Mr. Diodore holds a faculty position at the Aurora School of Music and the
Cleveland Music School Settlement. In addition to maintaining a large private studio his duties
include regular performances of solo and chamber music. He also serves on the board of
directors of the Cleveland Cello Society.

Pianist/composer Nicholas Underhill holds a Masters Degree in Piano from the New England
Conservatory of Music. His teachers include Konrad Wolff, Katja Andy, Edmund Battersby and
Russell Sherman. Well known in Boston, New York City and Cleveland as a champion of new
music for the piano, he has performed solo recitals in Carnegie Recital Hall, Weill Recital Hall
and Merkin Concert Hall. He was featured in the prestigious Dame Myra Hess Memorial concerts
in Chicago in 1991. His collaborative recitals include programs with his wife, Mary Kay Fink. He
has taught piano at Mount Union College and Hiram College, and has performed on numerous
occasions with the Cleveland Ballet Orchestra, the Cleveland Chamber Symphony and the
Cleveland Chamber Collective.
As a composer, Underhill’s music has been performed by the Cleveland Orchestra, the Ohio
Music Teachers Association, The Fortnightly Musical Club, The Cleveland Flute Society, The
Gramercy Trio, Cleveland Orchestra players Mary Kay Fink, Takako Masame, Lisa Boyko,
Richard King, and pianist Randall Hodgkinson.
Flutist Sean Gabriel is currently the principal flutist of the Blue Water Chamber Orchestra and
the Cleveland Chamber Symphony. Mr. Gabriel is also a member of the Erie Philharmonic
Orchestra of Pennsylvania and was the principal flutist of the Opera Cleveland Orchestra from
2002 to 2010. He is a frequent recitalist in the Cleveland area, especially at Baldwin-Wallace
and Cleveland State Universities, where he serves on the music faculties. Mr. Gabriel has also
performed with the Akron Symphony, Lyric Opera Cleveland, Cleveland Pops and has served as
principal flute of the Baldwin-Wallace Bach Festival Chamber Orchestra.
Percussionist Luke Rinderknecht has performed as percussion soloist with The Cleveland
Orchestra (Paul Creston’s Concerto for Marimba), CityMusic Cleveland (Avner Dorman’s Uzu
and Muzu from Kakaruzu), and the Cleveland Youth Wind Symphony (James Basta’s Concerto
for Marimba). Equally at home in chamber music and orchestral settings, he has premiered
dozens of new works with the New Juilliard Ensemble, Metropolis Ensemble, and in recital.
He was recently appointed principal percussion of CityMusic and is excited to join No Exit,
Cleveland’s new music ensemble. Last season he appeared with Alarm Will Sound, Ensemble
ACJW, Metropolis Ensemble, Glank, the Cleveland Orchestra, the Buffalo Philharmonic
Orchestra, and the West Virginia Symphony. In previous seasons he has also appeared with the
Metropolitan Opera, Qatar Philharmonic, Dirty Projectors, Festival Chamber Music, St. Luke’s
Chamber Orchestra, Virginia Symphony, and in the pit of Broadway’s Legally Blonde.
He can be heard with The Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra on their double Grammy awardwinning recording of John Corigliano’s Mr. Tambourine Man, as well as with The Knights on three
albums from Sony Classical. He completed Bachelor and Master of Music degrees at Juilliard,
where he studied with Daniel Druckman, Gordon Gottlieb, and Greg Zuber, and received the
Peter Mennin Prize for outstanding achievement and leadership in music. In the summers he
is a faculty artist at the Bowdoin International Music Festival in Brunswick, Maine, and has also
performed at the Marlboro, Castleton, Verbier, Barbican Blaze, BBC Proms, and Seoul Drum
festivals. Luke grew up in Shaker Heights and is delighted to call the Lomond neighborhood
home once again.

Artistic director/composer and Cleveland native, Timothy Beyer has been active as both a
composer and performer in an eclectic range of musical mediums. He has composed for a
variety of concert music genres, has scored for ﬁlm, dance, and has produced many works in the
electronic music idiom, which have garnered him acclaim. As a performer, he was the
founding member and trombonist of Cleveland’s innovative Jamaican jazz band Pressure Drop.
He received his Masters of Music degree in music composition from Cleveland State University.
Mr. Beyer’s music has been performed throughout the U.S. and Europe by artists such
as clarinetist Pat O’Keefe, ﬂutists Carlton Vickers and Sean Gabriel, cellists David Russell and
Craig Hultgren, pianist Jenny Lin and contemporary music ensembles Zeitgeist, the Verge
Ensemble, the Cleveland Chamber Collective and the Cleveland Chamber Symphony. His
works have also been featured at the Aki Festival and the Utah Arts Festival in addition to many
radio broadcasts throughout the country. He is currently working on several recording projects
including a vocal/electronic collaboration with composer Andrew Rindﬂeisch, and a CD project
featuring his “Amputate” series of electroacoustic works.
The Washington Post has declared Timothy Beyerʼs music to be “as much poetry as it was
music”. – Stephen Brookes [ The Washington Post, Apr. 2011]

Associate director/composer James Praznik is a composer, conductor, and pianist whose
work has garnered acclaim among his peers as well as audiences. As a composer of highly
expressive music, James has composed music for concerts, stage productions and commercial
videogames. He has participated in the Interlochen Composer’s Institute and the Cleveland
State Composer’s Recording Institute, and received honors such as the University of Akron
Outstanding Composer Award, on two occasions the University of Akron Outstanding Pianist
Award, and the Bain Murray Award for Music. James has been a guest composer, arranger,
pianist and conductor for the “Monsterpianos!” concerts in Akron, Ohio, and through the
Cleveland Contemporary Players workshops he received recordings of his pieces made by some
of today’s leading virtuosi.
He has been commissioned by the new music ensemble “No Exit”, NASA, the Cleveland
Ingenuity Festival and the Weathervane Playhouse for their production of Enchanted April.
His music has been performed at E.J. Thomas Hall, Cleveland State University, The University of
Akron, The Cleveland Museum of Contemporary Art and the Interlochen Arts Camp. As a pianist
and a proponent of other composers’ music, James has performed on The Ohio State University
new music concerts, the Kentucky New Music Festival electro‐acoustic concerts, and as a
member of the Akron New Music Ensemble. He is an original member of “Duo Approximate”, a
group that performs live soundtracks to silent films.

He holds a bachelor’s degree in composition and theory from the University of Akron where he
studied compostion with Daniel McCarthy and Nikola Resanovic (as well as piano under Philip
Thomson), and has recently received a master’s degree in composition at Cleveland State
University where he studied with Andrew Rindfleisch and Greg D’Alessio. Currently James is a
PhD candidate at Brandeis University where he studies with Eric Chasalow and David Rakowski.
Assistant to the artistic director/composer Eric M. C. Gonzalez is a composer of solo works,
chamber pieces, electroacoustic and electronic music. Eric has performed in Cleveland under the
name agleam, experimenting with different techniques of music-making involving digital samplers,
synthesizers, acoustic instruments, and vocals. Eric studied composition with Andrew Rindfleisch
and Greg D’Alessio, cello with David Allen Harrell of The Cleveland Orchestra, and film music
with Michael Baumgartner at Cleveland State University where he earned a Bachelor’s Degree
of Music in Composition. Eric is director of the events ensemble music company Forest City
Chambers. In addition to performing and composing music for film, theater, the concert hall, and
beyond, Eric is a contributing writer for Cleveland SCENE Magazine.
In 2014, Eric began composing for theater with the Cleveland company Theater Ninjas. An
electronic score was created for Code: Preludes, and Eric performed, arranged and composed
music for the avant-garde mixed-genre musical Tingle Tangle.
In 2013, Eric received the Bain Murray Award for Composition from the Department of Music at
Cleveland State University.
Art director Edwin Wade is an active abstract painter, printmaker and designer. Edwin designs
all the print and web materials and is responsible for the visual aesthetic of No Exit. An avid MidCentury Modern collector Mr. Wade lives with his wife Mary and their dog Pablo in Ft. Lauderdale.
Edwin’s work has been featured on HGTV’s Design Star and NBC’s Extreme Home Builders.
His work can be found on Etsy, Society6 and purchased through Just Modern.
edwinwadeart.com
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Ian Bostridge, tenor and Wenwen Du, piano
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